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^CHAPTER ONE 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Victorian age is characterized by social 
unrest, transition of values and feverish activity 
both in thought and literature. It was the time when 
changes were taking place in every field of life. The 
age saw on era of political democracy with the 
passing of the first Reform Bill in 1832; the Repeal 
of corn laws in 1846 and the second Reform Act of 
1867. England was fast turning from an agricultural 
into a manufacturing country. The basic inventions of 
poMsr loom, the streamEngine and the process of making iron 
with coal gave rise to industrialization. The 
machines which were invented to serve the man, made 
man their slave. They were neglecting man. 'Machinery 
had so reduced the value of labour that, at any 
moment, the workman might find himself slaving in the 
midst of plenty of which his own hands had accepted 
to create'. 
1.. G.M. Young, Victorian England : 'Portrait of an 
age', (Second edition), Oxford University Press, 
(London, 1957), P. 26. 
with the expansion of trade and empire, the 
country grew rich and prosperous, it led to the rise 
of the middle class which had a materialistic and 
rationalistic outlook. This middle class, being 
mostly merchants, had changed the social and 
intelectual prospective of the age. The people of 
this class believed in hardwork and reposed faith in 
the doctrine of "laissez faire". This middle class 
worshipped both God and Mammon. The average merchant 
class was God fearing but, at the same time, it was 
also comfort loving; and for their comfort they could 
interpret even the Bible, the sole guide of a 
Christian. The literature of the age affected, in 
many ways, the temper and mood of the rising middle 
class. 'The Victorian bourgeois tried to give his 
earthly objective spiritual wings... They wanted 
money and power, but at the same time they wanted to 
believe it was manna dropped from heaven. And they 
2 
wanted their writers to song so. 
2. Massingar, Great Victorians, Ivor Micholson and 
Watson Ltd., (London, 1932), P XIV XV. 
In the field of religion, there were four 
groups and all of them had their own followers. They 
v\7ere, the Evangelicals, who at the start were by far 
the most powerful; the Noetics, the followers of 
Coleridge and the most interesting of all, the 
exponents of the Catholic Reaction; which is known in 
England as the Oxford Movement. The Oxford Movement 
was begun by some clergymen. Most of them belonged to 
Oxford, of whom the best known were E.B. Pusey, John 
Henry Newman and John Keb],e. Evangelicalism was the 
religion of the new merchant class. Moral conduct was 
the test of a good Christian. It considered strict 
observance of Sunday and the Bible reading at home 
and sermonizing in the church to be the principal 
duties of a christian for the salvation of the 
individual human soul. 
There were other social, economic, political 
and the industrial changes in the period of Queen 
Victoria. But perhaps the most important event of the 
time was the publication of Charles Darwin's Origin 
of Species (1859). The publication of this book 
disturbed the whole Victorian society. It gave a jolt to 
the well established religious doctrines. The religious 
faith was now being undermined by the spirit of 
sceptical enquiry directed at the Bible. 'The Victorians 
accepted the material benefits of 'Progress' with 
enthusiasm. Now, however, it appeared that scientific 
thought was leading men to doubt the literal truth of 
the Bible'.^ The Victorian era was thus passing through 
a period of turmoil, a conflict between religious 
thought, on the one hand, and evolutionary theory 
propounded by Darwin, on the other. The literature of 
the age was, in some way or the other, affected by the 
scientific thought and materialistic advancement. 
Broadly speaking, we come across five major 
reactions to this theory in contemporary literature. The 
first reaction is reflected in the poetry of Tennyson. 
It was an attitude of compronise between traditional 
Christianity and new evolutionary theory. The poet 
laureate did not reject the traditional religious faith. 
He did not close his eyes to the new emerging scientific 
3. E.H. Carter and R.A.F. Mears, A History of Britain, 
(third edition), Surjeet Publications, (Delhi 1960), 
P. 908. 
realities. Tennyson's In Memoriam, written in the memory 
of his dead friend, Arthur Hallam, has truly depicted 
the actual problems of the age. It voiced very clearly 
the debate between religion and science. Young remarks 
'In Memoriam, which is nine years older than the Origin 
of Species, gathered up all the doubts of Christianity, 
of providence, of immortality, which the advance of 
science had implanted in the anxious minds, and answered 
them, or seemed to answer them, with" the assurance of a 
4 
pantheistic and yet personal faith m progress. He 
further remarks in the same book : 
In Memoraiam is one of the cardinal documents 
of the mid Victorian mind, its ardent 
curiosity, its exquisite sensitiveness to 
nature, and, not less, perhaps, its unwilling 
ness to quit, and its incapacity to follow any 
chain of reasoning which seems likely to 
result in an unpleasant conclusion. In his 
highest mood, Tennyson sometimes speaks like 
an archangel assuring the universe that it 
will muddle through. 
Not. only religious conflict finds it way in his work but 
every great national event, was noted by him. 'The 
4. Young, Op.cit; P. 75 
5. Ibid. 
revolutionary year 1848, the rumours of a French 
invasion, the question of the sufficiency of the fleet, 
the death of Wellington, the Crimean War and the Indian 
Mutiny, have all left their mark on his poetry'. 
Tennyson, both as a thinker and as the poet laureate, 
felt all the rapid changes and presented them in his 
poetry. He was popular in his times because he knew what 
his readers had wanted. His In Memoriam was popular 
because it contained something that appealed to all 'to 
the man of science, who was pleased to find himself 
understood; to the man oppressed with doubts, who found 
many of his own difficulties powerfully and beautifully 
expressed by the poet; and to the orthodox believer, who 
7 
was gratified by the final victory of his faith'. 
The second important reaction is manifested in 
Arnold's melancholic and sceptical attitude. He seems to 
have rightly understood the full ramifications of the new 
scientific theory. The old values were no longer 
effective and they were dying their own natural death 
and the new values have not yet taken roots. There 
6. Hugh Walker, The Literature of the Victorian Era, 
Ca.-abridge University (1910), P. 375. 
7. Ibid; P. 383. 
remained in the society only 'the blocks of the past, 
like icebergs high', floating 'on a roling sea'. Arnold 
finds himself : 
Standing between two worlds, one dead 
The other powerless to be born. 
Like a good physician Arnold diagnosed the Victorian 
conflict as the 'strange disease of modern life with its 
sick hurry, its divided aim'. At times, he looked back 
wistfully to the centuries of faith, when the dogmas of 
religion were held to be demons as the propositions of 
geometry. At times, he looked forward with distrust to 
the days of advanced democracy and new forms of belief. 
He found modern man in a no where state because he had 
separated himself from other men,God, nature and also 
from his true inner self. 
Everywhere in his poetry there are instances of 
the loss of faith, religious doubt, the uneasiness of a 
soul torn between meditation and strong self possession. 
There is a feeling of wound, and the loss of cheerful 
temper in his poems. The loss of all positive believes 
was a bitter experience for him and it destroyed all his 
joy of life. Arnold visualized contemporary reality as 
the diseased world which 'could be cured not by material 
o 
but only by spiritual means ' . The modern Victorian' man 
seemed to be unhappy to him, because he no longer upheld 
the dignity of religion. This loss of faith finds 
expression in all his artistically successful poems. Here 
is an example from the Dover Beach : 
The sea of faith 
Was once, too at the full, and round earth's shore 
Lay like the fold's of a bride gridle furl'd; 
Further, in the same poem he describes the Victorian 
world as a : 
. .. darkling plain 
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight, 
Where ignorant armies clash by night. 
Anroldevaluated critically the prevalent norms and 
values in the Victorian age, and the condition made him 
melancholic. He wanted to instruct and educate the 
people. He did not think like Browning that God was in 
his heaven and everything was right with the world. In 
his poem A Summer Night Arnold has presented himself 
under the figure of a helmsman trying to steer his way 
8. Ibid; P. 470. 
across the ocean of life. The tempest strikes him : 
An between 
The lightning-bursts is seen 
Only a driving wreck, 
And the pale master on his spar-strewn deck 
With anguish'd face and flying hair 
Grasping the rudder hard, 
Still bent to make some port he knows not where. 
Still standing for some false, impossible shore 
And sterner comes the roar 
Of sea and wind, and through the deepening gloom 
Fainter and fainter wreck and helmsman loom. 
And he too disappears, and comes no more. 
Hugh Walker remarks 'In Arnold's opinion, that which the 
time demands above all things is the discovery of some 
9 
shore, not false or impossible, towards which to steer. 
In 'Thyrsis' and, the 'Scholar Gipsy', in 'Resignation' 
in the 'Obennann poems', and in 'A Southern Night', 
Arnold is passing judgement on the life of his age, the 
life of his country, the lives of individual man. 
The third major reaction is what we find in the 
poetry of Robert Browning. Browning as we know was a 
great influence on the Victorian poets. He was regarded 
as the most complex mind and his poetry was appreciated 
9. Ibid; P. 47 0. 
10 
only by the selected few. For most of the readers he was 
an ambiguous poet. The Victorian readers did not 
properly understand what he was trying to say in his 
poetry. Browning's was an optimistic view towards life 
and its problems. His attitude can better be summed up 
by referring to Peppa Passes song. What the seventeen 
years old girl said about God and the words appeared to 
be the poet's own approach to life. The poet thought 
that God was in heaven and every thing was right with 
the world. 
Bro\'ming was not much interested in the problems 
of the age, rising from the scientific advancement and he 
was, therefore, unlike all his chief contemporaries, 
Tennyson, Arnold, Clough, Rossetti etc. He was all the 
more interested in the human soul. As a robust optimist 
he has talked of delight in life and wanted to enjoy it. 
'To him the world, "means intensely, and means good", 
and no one has sung more fervidly than he the delight of 
life'. His characters also believe in the life 
hereafter so the worldly troubles do not stop them from 
10. Ibid; P. 415. 
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going ahead, because he thinks that troubles are merely 
a passing phase in one's life, and further he does not 
regard evil as a negative thing but, on the contrary, it 
rather makes man perfect : 
Evil's the scheme by which the ignorance 
Good labours.tb.exist. 
('Sordello', iii, 787 88) 
Evil, he believes, is a necessary condition of the 
evolution of good. That evil is often more powerful than 
good, is admitted by Browning himself in 'Reverie' : 
"Earth's good is with evil blent 
Good struggles but evil reigns. 
He is confident that good will ultimately triumph, and 
that evil too will be transformed into good : 
There shall never be one lost good ! What was 
shall live as before 
The evil is null, is nought, is silence implying 
sound; 
What was good shall be good, with, for evil, so 
much good more; 
On the earth the broken arcs; in heaven, a perfect 
sound. 
('Abt Vogler', St. IX.) 
O.P. Govil has opined : 
Browning's optimism is thus rooted in his 
faith in a future existence of which the 
12 
present life is just a probation, a training 
ground. His robust optimism with its firm 
faith in the future existence of the 
individual human soul has nothing to do with 
the prevalent materialistic self-company and 
smug optimism of his times and is in sharp 
contrast with the passimisa of the high-brow 
intellectuals. 
Besides Browning, another example of optimistic 
approach in the Victorian age is that of Robert Bridges. 
There are striking similarities between these two poets 
about their approach to life. However, Edward Thompson 
in his book on Bridges has regarded Browning as an 
12 
example of 'perfectly confused mind'. 
The fourth reaction can be seen in the poetry of 
pessimist poets. These later poets had completely 
rejected the traditional approach to God and his 
creation. James Thompson and Hardy can better be 
described as passimist poets. Thompson's 'The City of 
Dreadful Night' is his masterpiece. Hardy did not take 
the world positively. For him it was the 'God's 
forgotten world'. This attitude gave rise to the feeling 
11. O.P. Govil : Robert Browning 'Second Edition) Kitab 
Mahal, (Allahabad 1972), P. "36. 
12. Robert Bridges, P. 15. 
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of pessimism in poetry. The artistic vision of these two 
poets was of a world that was pagan and christian. There 
was also a tendency towards escapicism. These poets were 
trying to look back into the past and glorify it. About 
Hardy Cazaraian remarked : 
He accepts science, and feels its spell, but 
joylessly. His tastes lead him away from the 
fever and fret of industry... His books 
almost ignore the new facts of the present 
day world; their background is the eternal 
frnmework of the hills and the moors; all 
their vistas open those simple, unchanging 
realities, the neighbourhood of which throws 
light on the relationship between the 
J 13 
universe and man. 
Finally, the fifth major reaction we find in the 
form of neo Romanticism. This movement was a revolt 
against the Victorian ugliness. Although it is true that 
Queen victoria's reign was characterized by peace, 
increasing prosperity, and a better life for most men, a 
closer reading of the records of Victorian England shows 
how far^ j many Victorians were from smugness and 
complacency. To the sensitive Victorian it was the era 
13. Louis Cazamean, Emile Legouis and Others, History of 
English Literature, MacMillan India Limited, (1992), 
PP. 1246 1247. 
14 
of feverish activity and a social unrest was prevailing 
every where in society. The poets were feeling 
suffocated and were waiting for a change in contemporary 
society. They seemed to be bored with the repetition of 
the exhausted themes in their poetry. The later 
Victorian poets, therefore, reacted and revolted against 
the Victorian ugliness and turned towards romanticism 
and naturalism. Louis Cazamian in his History of English 
Literature, has aptly remarked : 
With the material progress the wored was not 
becoming more beautiful. On the contrary, it 
was becoming uglier. The beauty of nature was 
being destroyed, and humanity degraded by 
industry on a large scale. Stimulated by the 
painful experience, the desire for a better 
life assumed the form of regret, and all the 
beauty which the present was lacking shed its 
14 
glory, by a natural reaction over the past. 
The revival in thought, Cazamian had claimed 'Was bound 
up with the Romantic inspiration. Thus worshippers of 
the beautifulj both the pre Raphaelitism and the gospel 
of Ruskin are the vigorous off shoots of Romanticism. 
These new poets were signing of nature's beauty in 
14. Ibid; P. 1253. 
15. Ibid; P. 1256. 
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their poems and welcomed it with open hearts. The 
founders of this new aesthetic movement were, no doubt, 
Ruskin and Pater. These poets and their followers were 
not concerned with the Victorian society. Neither did 
they pay attention towards the problems of the age like 
Tennyson and Arnold. The sole aim of their poetry was 
to achieve artistic perfection and to satisfy the 
aesthetic sensibility of the readers. These poets were 
influenced by Pater and Ruskin. 'It is Ruskin, "Graham 
Hough said, 'Who first attributes the passion for 
nature and the romantic admiration for the past to the 
blank ugliness of 19th century England". 
The pre Raphaelities had a major contribution, 
which was movement in art towards which a number of 
young artists had drawn together by similar 
aspirations. In this movement William Holman Hunt, John 
Everelt Millias, D.G. Rossetti and Christina Rossetti 
were the well known members. Rossetti believes in 
simplicity and accuracy of details, in freshness and 
16. Graham Hough, The Last Romantics, University 
Paperbacks, (London, 1949), ?. xiii. 
16 
directness and precision. Rossetti wrote symbolic 
poetry which is the true characteristic of his work. We 
find it in his very famous poem, 'The Blessed Damozel', 
and 'The cloud confines'. Cazamian remarked about 
Rossetti's poetry. 
Poetical Pre Raphaelitism, as he (Rossetti) 
practised it consists in an attitude of the 
artist, and a system of expression. The 
attitude is that of ecstasy or of an emotion 
deep in which one can offer religious 
worship. The passion itself is sublimated 
into a spiritual exaltation. There is a 
persuasive atmosphere of calm about this 
deep emotion because it is deep and 
controlled, nothing betrays its intensity 
save an occasional turn in the words 
employed. 
Swinburne another later Victorian, poet had the direct 
influence of Pre Raphaelitism. Swinburne's v/as that of 
the complete rejection of the traditional Christian 
faith. He continues the generation of Byron, Shelly, 
Keats, Landor. The recurrent themes of his poetry are 
hostility to authoritative religions, the negation of 
dogma; the love of sensuous beauty. Sometime we find a 
note of pessimism in his poems. 
17. Cazamian, Op. Cit, P. 1173. 
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In Rossetti and others we find an exquisite and 
poised quality of hope and optimism. It was a new way of 
looking at life. On the contrary, the poets such as 
Hardy and Swinburne had lost all hope in life and they 
were always critical of contemporary society. 
Besides these major influences and literary 
trends in the Victorian literature, there were other 
poets, like Hopkins, Yeats, Davies, Hudgson, Dowson, 
Symons, Houseman, Kipling who were active in literature 
when Robert Bridges came on the literary scene by 
publishing his early poetry in 1873. These poets 
expressed aesthetic awareness and their works embody the 
views of Pater and Ruskin. ^These later Victorians 
believed that the problem of as what to write about had 
become staggeringly difficult. Ugliness was a condition 
of life, and the question seemed to be how one might 
best cope with the harsh realities of life. An upsurge 
of romanticism in the final decades led to moving away 
from grossness, of the modern world itself. • The 
poetry of these poets emphasized upon the training of 
the senses for close and accurate apprehension of the 
external realities. These poets took full advantage of 
the theories of the Pre Raphaelities and the aesthetics 
of Ruskin and Pater. 'They are nature poets in some 
what the same measure that Monet or Renoir are nature 
18. Paul L. Wiley, Harold Orel, (ed.) British Poetry 
1880 1920, Meredith Corporation, New York, (1969), 
18 
, 19 
painters ' . 
Robert Bridges was, like other later Victorians, 
influenced by Pater, Ruskin and the Pre Raphaelitics. He 
could not breath in the tense atmosphere of the 
Victorian England. He described the beauty of the earth 
like an Elizabathen songster. He sang of beauty, love 
and joy in the world of doubts and uncertainty. 
Bridges's early poetry and more particularly his Shorter 
Poems achieve popularity because of the freshness of the 
themes with a fresh vision and also because they were 
composed in an atmosphere of openness against the 
suffocation and gloominess. They were simple, short, 
heart-touching and soothing poems of very common and 
ordinary experiences of human life devoid of any 
philosophy or moral teaching to men. His poems were a 
direct return to natural beauty and they celebrate 
earthly objects such in the landscape, bird and flower. 
He also sang of the simple feelings of joy, love and 
beauty in a fresh and direct manner. 
19. Ibid, P. xi 
19 
CHAPTER TT'JO 
THEMES AND IMAGERY IN THE SHORTER POEMS 
Bridges' Shorter POems came out in five books 
during 1873-90. They first appeared on the literary 
scene in 1873 and after that, the books were re-printed 
with the addition of some new poems. Bridges' early 
poetry was first published in four books in October, 
1890, and subsequently reprinted in 1891 and 1894. After 
the publication of the Shoter Poems, Bridges became a 
famous poet. According to Edward Thompson, 'it may be 
safely said that his poetry never lost ground once 
gained' A.E. Houseman described the Shorter Poems as 
2 
the 'most perfect book of verse ever written'. 
These poems which are mostly descriptive in 
style, with a marked pictorial quality, present nature 
in its most jubilant mood. Bridges' vision of life, as 
reflected in these poems, appears to be absolutely 
different from those of his contemporaries such as 
those of Tennyson and Arnold. The world of Bridges 
poetry is not the sad, melancholic and the dark world. 
It is not the Arnoldian 'darkling plain' where ignorant 
arimes elash by night'. The world of Bridges' poems has 
been made lively, by the poet's freshness of vision'.^ 
1. Robert Br idges , p . 1 1 . 
2. I b i d . 
3. A phrase used by B. Young in h is book Robert Bridc^es 
on p . 52. •— 
20 
In his early poetry Bridges does not hear the echoes of 
Sophocles "-'"vThich Arnold had heard in the sad, long 
retreat of the ocean. Brett Young seems to have rightly 
remarked : 'This is only to say that Bridges is not a 
mystic poet, a metaphysical poet, or a romantic poet. He 
does not transfuse the shows of nature in a white heat 
of imagination....But it is surprising how rarely the 
earth has been described simply and faithfully for the 
4 
sake of its intrinsic beauty.' 
It does not, however, mean, that the world of the 
Shoter Poems is only a one sided picture of life 
bubbling with joy and happiness. On the contrary it 
suggest the dichotomy between the joyful nature and 
man's inability to identify himself with it. The 
problem Bridges has posed in the Shorter POems 
is, philosophically resolved in his crowning achievement, 
the Testament of Beauty. Thus, Bridges' early poetry can 
be regarded as the beginning of the poet's philosophical 
quest to find of solution to the problems of the sadness 
of man on the earth. 
Broadly speaking, the early poems can be 
classified into three groups. First, there are the 
"landscape" poems which describe the ever changing 
natural beauty of England. Secondly, there are the 
^- QP- cit, pp. 68 69 
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"love" poems which suggest a very delicate and tender 
feeling of love not only in men but also in birds. And 
finally there is the "miscellaneous" group, which 
contian the poems, not categorized in the first two 
group. Bridges' experiments with sprung Rhythn such as 
'on a Dead child' 'London Snow' and 'A Passer By' 
writeen under the influence of Hopkins and his 
conventional poems such as the 'Elegy on a Lady whom 
Grief for the death of her Betrothed Killed', the short 
lyric such as the 'Poor withered rose' have been 
included in this category. 
(A) LANDSCAPE POETRY 
In quite a good number of poems Bridges has 
described the natural beauty of the English landscape. 
He has covered almost every aspect of the landscape with 
the varying changes brought about by the seasons. The 
landscape poems are purely descriptive and pictorial 
throughout and do not suggest any moral lesson. He 
describes in a very simple and natural style what he 
simply observes or sees in nature. And this pictorial 
quality of Bridges' shoter poems, especially of his 
landscape poems, make them unique in the range of 
English poetry. Brett Young has aptly remarked : 
The lyrics of Robert Bridges are fresh with 
the scent of the English country side. They 
22 
are the voice of a green and pleasant land. 
They march with the season and all the misty 
changes of English weather. We have no verse 
since Shakespeare's that smells so much of 
the meadows. And there is something in the 
nature poems which is as new as it seems 
natural and inevitable. 
We see the magic of Bridges' art in quite a good 
number of poems. Brett Young was very influenced by 
Bridges' Landscape poems; when he says, that 'even words 
worth missed the delicate bloom of the English 
atmosphere' Bridges saw and depicted the natural beauty 
of English landscape with all the minutest details. In 
these poems we see the clouds, their different colours 
when they gather in the blue sky, the multi-coloured 
flowers, th-?. hill and valley, the beauty of the changing 
seasons, trees, beautiful birds such as the lark, Robin, 
Sparrow and the tiny grass. 
His bird poems are characterized by their musical 
quality and would themselve make a smaller group in the 
landscape poetry. The picture which emerges from these 
lyrics is that of a young carefree lover of birds who 
wanted to fly with them into their ideal happy world. 
The youthful lover of nature becomes sad when he 
5. Op. cit, p, 73. 
6. Ibid, 74. 
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compares his . D\7n. world with the happy world of the 
birds. In:' The" Nightingale' the young poet, tries::, to 
unravel the mystry of the woods and the irao.untains from 
where the birds have come. This poem needs a separate 
full fledged discussion. The rest of the bird poems 
have been written in the mood of ecstasy and joy. Let us 
discuss them first. 
These early lyrics suggest a poignant contrast 
between the happiness of the birds caused- by their 
complete identification with nature and man's sadness 
because of his inability to do so. 
There are several poems in which Bridges has 
dealt with different kinds of birds to show the joyful 
phenomenon and these poems have become the part of 
England's landscape. Brett Young has observed that 'the 
bird life enters so markedly into the landscape of 
southern England that the tenderness of their song has 
7 
become almost a part of the atmosphere .The birds get 
joy from nature because they are willing to receive V7hat 
nature gives them. 
'I heard a linnet courting' (Bk. 1.5) describes a 
linnet, a diminutive bird, courting his lady in the 
spring. The love making of the linnet is a joyful 
7. OD.cit. p.48. 
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activity. The theme of the tender love which has been 
dealt vjith in this lyric constitutes the subject matter 
of the other poems as well. The delicate feeling of love 
which is present in the atmosphere itself has been 
suggested by words with soft consonant sound. Love gives 
rise to a feeling of happiness. That is why the birds 
have been called 'happy creatures'. The bird's 
identification with nature is the characteristic feature 
of Bridges' early poetry. This is the secret of their 
happiness which is desired by man. 
'Gay Robin is Seen no more'(Bk.iv.7) reflects the 
poet's sad mood, in the first four lines it becomes, 
clear that Robin is a winter bird and the poet loves 
this bird's song very much; but since winter is coming 
to an end; the bird would go away. The young poet would 
no longer listen to his joyous song and it is this thought 
which has made the poet unhappy. The blithe and 
beautiful bird has fled to his 'secret nest'. We find a 
very clear and concrete image of the Robin in these 
lines : 
No longer he comes 
Beseeching our hand 
And showingthis breast 
"And window'and door. 
(Bk.iv.7) 
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'The Larks' (Bk.v.6) describes the tiny beautiful 
birds. The happy and joyful spirit of the bird is 
contrasted with 'our mundane world' which has been 
referred by the poet as the 'sad fields'. Here we find 
the picture of the two worlds: the poet's own phenomenal 
world and the heavenly world of the bird. The bird 
rejects the existing world and flies high in the sky. 
She goes away from the world of the "mournful mist" 
which obstructs our way. This airy creature symbolise 
joy, love and happiness which are not found in the 
world of the human beings. 
In this poem we find certain beautiful images which the 
poet has artistically presented and it is with the help 
of these images that the poem achieves a considerable 
artistic significance. For example, the flight of the 
bird appears to him as they were swimming in the 
sunlight'. The bird's song pleases the poet : 
Sweet birds, far out of sight 
Your songs of pleasure 
Dome as with joy as bright 
As heaven's best azure, 
(Bk.v.6) 
'The Asian Birds'(Bk.v. 8) is a poem about the 
poet's desire to discover the secret of the birds song. 
In this poem the poet is moved by the bird's enchanting 
music and sweet song. To express the beauty of the 
secret music of the bird's song, the poet has used 
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several beautiful phrases and epithets - In the third 
stanza of the poem he says : 
V'/hat music is like this 
Where each note is a kiss? 
(Bk.V.8 ) 
And in the fifth stanza he observed : 
How the delicious notes 
Come bubbling from their throats 
Full and sweet how they are shed 
like round pearls from a thtead! 
(Ibid.) 
He is also concerned with their sudden flight : 
a flame against the blue, 
upward he flashed. 
(Ibid) 
The dramatic element here is worth noting. In a subtle 
way, like Shelley's 'Skylark', the poet is reminded of 
the different world in which he was living while 
enjoying the song of the birds. In the concluding part 
of the lyric the poet seems to have knov^ n the secret of 
their happiness and wishes that his song would be like 
the bird's song. The beautiful images in the 'Asian 
Birds' shows Bridges' love for the birds and point out a 
poignant contrast between the poet's own unhappy lot and 
the graceful life of the birds. It is suggested that a 
man can remain happy if he, like the birds, identifies 
himself with nature. 
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'A Robin' is a poem about the bird's unhappy 
mood. Spring is coming and the male Robin laments for 
the year that has gone by. The bird has been lamenting 
over the death of his mate (female bird).The song is the 
expression of his feeling of being left alone. His song 
is not merry because he sings with a discontented heart. 
Bridges has uses beautiful images to show the pitiable 
condition of the male bird: 
"Like a withered leaf I cling". 
But in the concluding stanza the mood seems to have 
undergone a change because the summer is coming again, 
the sun is gay and the bird should forget all that has 
gone by and should be happy again. 
'The birds that sing on autumn eves (Bk. iv.21) is 
a delicate lyric about the spirng birds and their jocund 
song. There is joy everywhere in their life. The birds 
show themselves among the fruits and mellow scent. 
These 'mong the fruits and mellow scent 
Mourn not the high sunned summer spent. 
(Bk.iv.21) 
The poet is very much impressed by their notes of 
spring. These notes of joy symbolise the happy spirit of 
the birds and make his doleful heart happy : 
Their notes thro' all the jocund spring 
Were mixed in merry musicking; 
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They sang for love the wholeday long. 
But now their love is all for song'. 
(Ibid.) 
We find a clue in the last two lines of the poeoi that 
the poet was not happy. But the song of the birds 
consoles the poet whose peace has been stolen by the 
disturbed passions: 
The passions, once her peace that stole, 
With flattering love my heari-console, 
(Ibid.) 
The birds and their song have become symbols of 
joy, happiness and beauty in this poem and also in the 
other birds poems. These birds do not remain a mere 
physical reality but the symbols of the happy life. They 
tell us how to live. Man should learn a lesson from 
their song if he wants to live happily. In all the bird 
poems we see a type of eagerness of the poet to knew the 
secret of their happy life. He has been listening to 
their songs attentively because he thinks and believes 
that by learning the meaning of their songs, he would be 
happy and delightful like these airy creatures. 
The Nightingales' is Bridges' well kno-vn poem 
which has often been discussed by the critics. We see 
here a striking similarity with keats' Nightingale. 
Bridges was influenced by Keats and it is reflected in 
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his early poetry.Keats' ode is rich in concrete imagery 
while Bridges' poem gives expression to the poet's 
yearning for the mountains and 'the fruitful valleys' 
from v^ here the nightingales seem to have learnt the art 
of singing their songs. In his ode Keats has pointed out 
the disheartening phenomenal world of decay, suffering 
and death while Bridges on the contrary, is in search of 
those "starry woods" where flowers bloom throughout the 
year. Bridges' poem provides a contrast to Keats' ode in 
so far as it is devoid of concrete imagery and the words 
used in the poem suggest a certain kind of musical 
effect which appeals more to the sense of hearing than 
of sight. It appears that Bridges' poem is better meant 
to be listened to rather than to create the visual 
effect one finds in Keats' poetry. Bridges has himself 
pointed out the difference between his approach and that 
of Keats'. He wrote: 'There is great difference between 
us; he discribes what he sees I describe what I 
Q 
imagine. One of his critics thinks that Bridges' 
'Nightingales' is an audacious attempt to rival 
Keats'.... The feeling of the poem, the longing of the 
birds in the second and third stanzas is that of 
Arnold's 'Philomela', and thus in a serrse contradicts 
Keats' ode.^ 
Brett Young has remarked about Bridge Bird poems 'these 
beautiful winged things are made to bear the only 
8. Robert Bridges, i.iriti£aOm:xoducti^^to Keats, p.162 
9, Guerard Albert Jr, Robert Bridges, p. 49. 
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conscious symbolism that enters into his writing . 
"Hark" is an imortant word used in early poetry. 
It has been used in a deeper sense. I found this word in 
the following poems : 
i) 'Hark' to the merry birds, 'hark' how they sing. 
(Bk.iv.5) 
ii) What voice of gladness 'hark' 
(Bk.v.5) 
iii) Again 'hark' to his heavenly strain. 
Another 'hush' behold. 
{Bk.v.8) 
iv) ' what singest thou 
'hark' he telleth how 
spring is coming now, spring is coming now'. 
(Bk.v.lO) 
This word is significant because it suggests the poet's 
eagerness and curiosity to understand the secret of 
thejoyous and merry life of the birds. 'Hush' suggests 
that the reader too should listen to their song because 
the poet is carefully listening. Not only the poet but 
the people of the entire world should listen to their 
songs to discover for themselves the secret of the 
happiness of their life. When he compare birds song with 
his own he becomes sad. The birds sing of the earthly 
joy whereas the songs of man kind are the 'voice of 
10. OD. cit. 
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desire that hiufit-the'dreams . ' 
Bridges' landscape poetry is purely descriptive 
and pictorial. The poems which deal with the beauty 
of-.the earthly phenomenon have been composed in a very 
fresh, simple and subtle language. Bridges' genius in 
these poems seems to be reflective rather than 
intuitive. His first concern is with beauty, not the 
beauty of form and movement only, but of the ideas and 
states of mind. The poet seems to be satisfied with 
himself after he has given expression to this sense of 
beauty. Bridges tries to unfold the secret behind the 
beauty of the earthly phenomena and effectively 
contrasts it with man's own unhappy predicament. 
Bridges visualises the English landscape and 
scenery through his minute observation and paints it as 
he has seen it. In the shorter poems he distinguishes 
between the colours and patterns of clouds in winter^ 
June and October, Bridges has also described the sky in 
the rainy season and that during the snowfall. Bridges' 
landscape poetry also enables us to see the different 
shapes of clouds, cloud shadows, blue and grey 
distances, the misty valley, the river mists and all the 
drifting and changing aspects of the weathers. 
Bridges' nature poetry may be arranged into a 
song cycle of the English seasons which would perhaps 
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never be surpassed in its charm and faithfulness to the 
minutest details. He has presented the open fields and 
high lands of England as he himself had seen them with a 
wealth of delicate but not obscure detail. 
'The Downs' is a beautiful landscape poem. The 
poet is cheerful to see the open highlands. The use of 
adjectives such as 'bold' 'majestic' 'smooth' 'fair' 
'lonely' suggests the poet's fascination for the land. 
He discribes it in the first two stanzas. But the third 
stanza is remarkable. In this stanza, we hear from our 
sensuous ear the murmur of the waves: 
The accumulated murmur of soft plashing 
Of waves on rocks dashing and searching the sands, 
Takes my ear in the verring. 
Baffled wind;' as rearing 
(Bk.II.7) 
Through the onomatopoeic effects in the word 'murmur' we 
hear the music of the waves which attracts the poet's 
attention in the 'The Downs'. The poet paints the 
picture of the downs with the help of concrete imagery. 
The upper skies are palest blue' in the fourth 
book of the Shorter Poems is another exquisite example 
of the poet's ability to describe the skies. It is 
marked with nicety and artistic perfection. 'The upper 
skies ' appears to be an ordinary poem in which the 
poet has described the sky and the cloud; but what strikes 
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the reader in this poem is its minute, subtle, perfect 
and detailed description of the sky and the cloud. Here 
we notice the things which others might have ignored. 
Let us look at these lines : 
The upper skies are palest blue 
Mottled with pearl and fretled snow: 
With tattered fleece of inky hue 
Close overhead the storm clouds go. 
(Bk.iv.3) 
The sky is the palest blue and in it the jpoet sees white 
spots and pattern of straight lines with strip of tint. 
In the next stanza, he tells about the shadow of 
clouds which fly over the hill and the mountain's top. 
The mill is in shade, when these clouds cover the sun, 
but when they are removed from the sun, the mill comes 
again the light. The poem is purely descriptive in its 
style. The images of the sky, mill and the cloud suggest 
artistically the simplicity of the theme and the 
soothing effect which nature exercises on the human 
beings, if one identifies himself with nature. 
The distinctive features of Bridges ' Shoter Poems 
is its pictorial quality. Brett Young has observed that 
Bridges has dared to be plainly pictorial, without 
complicating his efforts with a mixture of moral and 
imaginative suggestions.. 
'The hill pines were sighing'(Bk.iv.12) is a fine 
specimen of the pictorial quality in Bridges poetry. The 
poem dipicts a dismal picture of the cold day and that 
of the cutting and crying of the pine trees. The summer 
season is personified thus in the second stanza: 
But deep in the glen's bosom 
Summer slept in the fire 
Of the odorous gorse blossom. 
And the hot scent of the brier. 
(Bk iv.l2) 
This stanza is rich in imagery Summer has been 
described here in the physical form of a woman. 
The'sleeping summer-'- suggests-; the awakening of the 
winter. She has been sleeping on the yellow flowers and 
in the bushes of the wild roses. We also come across two 
concrete images in the poem. One is of the 'ribald 
cuckoo' and the other is of the 'iron axe'. These two 
images suggest harshness, hoarseness and a sense of 
dismay in winter. 
The Cliff Top' describes the beauty of the hill 
and the clouds. The first four lines of the poem are 
purely descriptive and set the tone of the poem; 
The cliff top has a carpet 
of lilac, gold and green: 
The blue sky bounds the ocean 
The white clouds scud between. 
(Bk.i.4) 
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Very beautifully and almost like a skilled craftsmaOf 
Bridges has depicted the natural phenomena. The poet 
sees the white clouds when they move swiftly in the sky. 
The theme this poem provides is that, joy is infinite. 
One can achieve it anywhere from any source all that is 
needed is man's deep perception of the reality. 
Who has not walked upon the shore(Bk. i. 12 ) is 
again a descriptive landscape poem. Here the aftermath 
of storm is presented. In the second stanza the image of 
the 'strong south, west horses' suggests the strength 
of the wind. The poet here watches every object of 
nature and describes it in a straight forward manner. 
The birds wh ich had fled and hidden in the rock, tree 
and tower due to the uproar of the stern are returning 
to enjoy nature. The last three stanzas of the poem are 
marked by their descriptive quality and the poetic use 
of the image they suggest. Here he simply tells us about 
the clouds. But what is important is the detailed 
word painting with nicety: 
From distant hills their shadows creep, 
Arrive in turn and mount the lea, 
And flit across the downs, and leap 
Sheer off the cliff upon the sea. 
(Bk,i.l2) 
In these lines a beautiful image of the clouds emerges. 
The clouds become a source of joy and happiness for the 
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poet. They give him delight. He is not only interested 
in the clouds but also in their shadows. When they move 
in the sunlight, their shadows fall on the earth and 
on the hills and this'creeping shadows' is a delightful 
experience for Bridges. 
'A Passer By' is a beautiful poem. It is 
addressed to a majestic ship.The poet is charmed by the 
beauty of a splendid ship. It is standing on the water 
of the ocean. It is ready to set sail to some western 
country; and its sails are filled with wind, they 
indicate that it is about to leave the harbour. The 
ship is stable and strong. It is not afraid of the 
storms which blow over the sea. Nor is it afraid of the 
cloudy skies. The imagination of the poet works 
splendidly well as he pictures himself the country to 
which the ship is going. The imaginative charm of the 
poem is particularly found in the questioning spirit in 
which the poet asks the ship, whether it will go on 
moving about in the winter season or come back to take 
rest in a port. The imagination of the poet is further 
found in picturing the beauty of the land to which the 
ship is going. 
The poet, then, describes the charm and beauty of 
the ship. Nothing in the harbour is more beautiful than 
the ship. It is upright and majestic. He believes that 
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it has strength and courage which, the poet thinks, he 
himself does not possess. To Bridges it appears much 
better than himself because it is better than the poet in 
particular and the human beings in general : 
"And yet, O Splendidship, unbailed and nameless, 
I know not, if aiming a fancy, I rightly 
divine 
That thou hast a purpose joyful, a courage 
blamess, 
Thy port assured in a happier land than mine" 
(Bk. II, 2) 
We see here how the poet contrasts him with the ship. He 
feels that because of its 'Joyful purpose' and 'blameless 
courage', the ship is assured a better land than the 
poet's. 
In this poom and also in his other sliorter lyrics 
the image of the "happy land" emerges. In the happy land 
there is joy everywhere and the birds, trees, rivers, 
flowers, hills, clouds, mountains, leaves and the grass 
express a sense of happiness. This happy land does not 
exist in any other planet; but this very land itself 
where we dwell. But since the Victorian man has separated 
himself from nature, God and even from his own true 
inner'self, he is unable to think of the joy which this 
land provides to man. The poet knows the secret of the 
happy life, like the natural phenomena, and so he enjoys 
himself and wishes that all others should also share it. 
Man can enjoy the pleasure only if he identifies himself 
with nature. 
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'A Water-Party* (Bk. II, 6). This subtle nature 
poem expresses the poet's joyful sportive spirit which he 
is enjoying in the company, of nature near the verdant 
riverbank. The actions of the poet and those of his 
friends are in perfect harmony with nature and its 
object. The poem suggests that the poet could not have 
enjoyed the moments of pleasure without identifying 
himself with nature. The poet thus shows that the poet is 
self-contented. Dramatic objectivity is the 
characteristic feature of the poem. Man's complete 
harmony with nature gives rise to the feeling of joy 
which is the theme of the poem. 
The poet becomes happy when he comes to the bank 
of the river to float in a boat and in a playful mood he 
enjoys the company of the river. The river is with him. 
Everywhere in nature beauty is spread. In the concluding 
lines of the second stanza the image of the wood nymph 
emerges whom he addresses thus : 
Guard, Hamadryades, 
Our clothes laid by your trees 
(Bk. II, 6) 
The poet is happy and wishes that the birds who are 
friendly towards him should enjoy his boating and should 
be a party in his sport 
Until our sport be done, 
0 merry birds, sing on ! 
(Ibid) 
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These two lines give the picture of a man who has become 
a part of nature and that is why he has been enjoyiang 
its company. He is receiving what nature is giving to 
him. A totally optimistic view of life has been expressed 
in this landscape poem. 
•June is come, then all the day..." (Bk. IV, 14). 
Bridges experiences the jocund atmosphere which June 
brings to him. He says, "0 life is delight when June is 
come". All the activities of the poet move round the 
month of June. In other words, we can say that in this 
poem, the man in the poet, is happy because he has 
associated himself with nature. He sits with his love all 
day long in the scented hay enjoying the changing shapes 
of couds that look to him like a "Sunshot places". He 
sings of love, writes and reads sweet poems of love, 
builds imaginary homes in the hay. All the things in the 
poem indicate towards man's identification with nature. 
The poet has been living happily with his lover because 
of his harmony with nature, at the higher level, because 
of his faithfulness to God and also because of his love 
for the thing's created by God. Lover is a source of joy for 
the poet since she has been a creation of God. Finally 
the poem's beauty is doubled with the mention of the 
beautiful image of "Sunshot Palaces" in the sky. It 
describes the poet's detailed study of nature and that of 
its beatiful objects. 
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'The summer trees are tempest torn' (Bk. IV, 20) 
traces the indifferent mood of nature. The poet mourns 
the distruction caused by the heavy rainfall and storm. 
The fury of the storm falls on every object of nature. It 
has torn the trees and wrapped the hills of folding rain 
across the country-side. It has also ruined the fields of 
corn, the loveliest thing for the poet. And here, as a 
sad man he laments over the corn fields : 
So my proud spirit in me is sad, 
A wreck of fairer fields to mourn. 
The ruin of golden hopes she had. 
My delicate ranked corn. 
(Bk. IV, 20) 
The other reason which makes him angry is God's 
carelessness to save the fields and meadows. In a 
complaining mood he remarks : 
There shews no care in heaven to save 
Man's pitiful patience, or provide 
A seasn for the season's slave, 
Whose trust hath toiled and died. 
(Ibid) 
In the poem nature appears to be in a state of uneasiness 
and turmoil. We see how certain elements in nature have 
been destroying the other ones. This is the reason of the 
poet's mood of dejection and sorrow. 
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'The storm is over the land hushes to rest' (Bk. 
IV, 23) is a landscape poem which describes how beauty is 
being restored to nature after the havoc of the storm. 
The very first line of the poem sets the tone of the 
poem. The storm had disturbed nature. The trees and the 
birds were all troubled by this destruction. But when the 
poem begins, every thing in nature is calm and quiet. 
Every object of nnturo Is returning townrds ita normnl 
position. The wind which was stormy has again become 
cool and quiet. The birds which had disappeared are being 
seen once again the sky. The beauty of the poem lies in 
the fact that it describes the simple experiences of the 
poet to the reader. Let us see the pictorial quality of 
Bridges' poetry in these lines : 
Already the birds in the air 
Appear again; the rooks return to their haunt, 
And one by one. 
Proclaiming aloud their care. 
Renew their peaceful chant. 
(Bk. IV, 23) 
In the second half of the poem, the poet laments 
for the "leaves of summer". These leaves were the nest 
for the birds and the doves. Now the birds have become 
homeless; and this thing troubles the poet. He says : 
But oh ! the leaves of summer that lie on 
the ground 1 
What havoc 
(Ibid) 
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In the last stanza he describes the approaching night. 
Every thing in nature is at rest. It appeared to the poet 
that the land is praying to the night that she should 
keep her delightful. We see that the sad atmosphere in 
nature is just a passing phase and in the concluding 
lines of the poem he begins talking of delight. 
The poem is rich in imagery. He personifies 
nature twice in the poem only to strengthen the meaning. 
First, he personifies Autumn -
Sad Autumn lingering warm 
Shall humour their faded prime. 
(Ibid) 
and secondly he personifies June thus : 
'The laughing timbrels of June". 
These and other images give a poised quality to the poem 
and make the poem meaningful. Bridges also brings here, 
like other landscape poems, an atmospheric appearance of 
English landscape scenery. 
'North Wind in October' (Bk. V, 16) is Bridges' 
attempt to depict the effect of the north wind on the 
trees. The poem is the picture of the coming autumn. The 
poet has used the alliterative device in an artistic way. 
The words such as the 'golden glade', 'cloth of gold' and 
'golden green' are constrasted with 'fallen all', 'acorns 
fall' and 'yellow attire'. The sense is suggested vividly 
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by applying the principle of contrast. It gives rise to a 
feeling of sadness at the sight of the golden coloured 
falling leaves. Breett young remarked : 'No poet before 
Bridges has ever deliberately set himself to attain in 
words the effects that belong really to the brush. And 
since the appeal of language falls more directly upon the 
imagination, the vision is correspondingly clear and 
4-11 
exact• 
'North Wind in October'' is a fine example of 
Bridges' Landscape poetry. The poem can be compared ^  with 
Keats' 'Ode to Autumn'. While Keats has personified the 
spirit of the season, Bridges has made his reader see the 
effects of the season on the trees and the leaves. 
Bridges' objectivity in the vividness of the description 
is identical to Keats' 'Negative capability'. Very much 
like the younger romantic poet. Bridges's is dramatically 
objective art. 
In the poem discussed above Bridges seems to be 
concerned with realism in nature. Brett Young has 
remarked : 'It (Bridges' method of poetry) fixes the 
place of realism in literature as a means of weighing a 
too exuberant imagination so that it shall not drift too 
far from the earth. . . It may be this very limitation of 
of method which has prevented him from reaching the 
11. Op.Cit., p. 89. 
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imaginative heights of those who are called the 
12 
metaphysical poets. 
One notices the limitation of this method 
throughout the Shorter Poems, and perhaps it conveys the 
impression of sincerity which is the characteristic 
quality of Bridges' poetry . It shows itself the sane 
directness of his out-look. He allows natural beauty to 
express itself. He gives us none of the false currency of 
fine phrases. When he personifies nature or the objects 
of nature, it is more often by delibrate comparison than 
by any imaginative fusion of the ideas. This method of 
keeping nature and imagination apart and, as it were, 
parallel to one another, results sometimes in a rather 
exquisite quality which is rare in English verse. We see 
it in the Sea Poppy lyric, where one might almost mark 
off definitely the lines which deal with "nature" and 
those which are 'imagination'. First, the flower is 
pictured with exquisite accuracy and charm. Then with an 
almost Virgilian tenderness, we are given the image which 
it suggests; then in the last couplet we are brought back 
to the little yellow poppy, shaking on the edge of the 
waves - with almost a hint of apology for the imaginative 
flight which the poet has taken us. 
These are some of the landscape poems in which we 
see Bridges as a poet of natural beauty, as a skilled 
painter of England's scenery and, the last but not the 
12. Op.Cit, p. 67. 
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least, as a care-free youthful merry lover of the beauty 
of the earth. But this lover of nature sometimes becomes 
sad when he sees that the dweller of the earth is not 
happy like nature. The dichotomy between nature's 
happiness and man's unhappiness constitutes the essential 
theme of Bridges' early poetry. 
(B) LOVE POETRY 
There are, at least, a dozen of lyrics in the 
Shorter Poems in which Bridges has dealt with love. 
Bridges' love lyrics present his different moods of love 
while the landscape poetry depicts nature in different 
moods. Bridges has covered almost all the aspects of 
love, ie, Platonic love, spiritual love, weeded love, 
parting in love etc. These poems bring about a fusion 
between the pleasant and the unpleasant experiences of 
human life. But the dominant mood in Bridges' love poetry 
is that of joy and happiness. Brett Young, however, 
remarked, 'It is almost as though the poet's haughty 
disdain of emotion made him choose this means for the 
suppression of feelings to tempestuous to be trusted to a 
^ ^ , 13 
freer form'. 
Bridges' love poems are characterized by 
flexibility and stability. They give expression to the 
delightful sentimental human emotions. They are natural, 
13. Op.Cit. p. 51. 
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subtle and delicate expression of love. Sone times, he 
deals with the Platonic aspect of love, which reminds us 
of Donne's divine poetry. More importantly these lyrics 
tell us the poet's ability to perceive joy that is spread 
on the earth. Let us discuss some poems which are unique 
in treatment of love. 
There is no nobler song of parting than the 
tnagnificient '0 thou unfaithful, still as ever dearest' 
(Bk. Ill, 2). In this poem the beloved has been regarded 
as "unfaithful" but still "dearest". We get the 
impression from our reading of the text that beloved, for 
the time being, has forgotten his lover and, at present, 
is not with his partner but the lover has not left hope. 
He is optimistic about his love. The beloved was the 
source of joy in his life; and that joy has gone off from 
him and now the prevailing situation for the lover is : 
But day by day my joy hath feebler being, 
The fading picture tires my painfaul seeing. 
And faery fancy leaves her habitation 
To desolation. 
(Bk. Ill, 2) 
But parting in love too is an ekxperience for him and it 
had left him two things to do : 
Of two things open left for lovers parted 
'T was thine to scorn the past go light hearted. 
The last line of the poem explains the theme of the poem 
and also shows the poet's outlook of life. He finally 
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concludes, that joy and happiness are permanent in life 
and sorrow is just the passing phase. The poet seeks joy 
even in his mood of despair. So in this poem and 
else where in his poetry joy is more dominant than sorrow. 
Joy in life is the most recurring image that comes in 
different forms and shapes throughout his shorter poems. 
'Love on my heart from heaven fell' (Bk. IV, 11). 
celebrate contentment in love. It is Bridges' exalted 
attempt to justify love as a source of comfort and 
smugness. Bridges' message in this hymn is that love 
motivates life and it is the perennial source of joy and 
pleasure. Love is God's gift to man. In this poem the 
lover is satisfied and blessed one. It is his wish to 
live with his love throughout his life because : 
Without him noughtsoever is. 
Nor was before, nor e'er shallbe : 
Nor any other joy than his 
Wish I for mine to comfort me. 
(Bk. IV, 11) 
This poem reflects a sweet and lofty expression of love. 
The tenderness and softness that gives ease to the lover 
is presented through beautiful nature imagery. For 
example the poet's love was as soft as the "dew on 
flowers of spring. It was as sweet as the : 
hidden drops that swell 
Their honey-throated chalicing. 
(Ibid) 
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The lyric is marked with grace, softness, cheerfulness 
and blessings which God has boon showering on the lover. 
The next love lyric 'Since thou, o fondest and 
truest' treats love as a religion. Love is a religion 
because it is a source of joy, life force for the poet. 
He loves his beloved with his whole heart and not only 
this : 
Thou wert my hand in the making 
The'sense and soul of my pleasure 
(Bk. Ill, 7) 
The beloved has made his life meaningful and successful. 
In the end of the poem he wishes : 
The good I Have ne'er repaid thee 
In heaven I pray be recorded, 
And all thy love rewarded 
By God, thy master that made thee. 
(Ibid) 
When my love was away (Bk. IV, 22) again reflects 
parting in love. Without her the lover is all alone in 
the world : 
And I alone, alone; 
It seemed in my misery 
In all the world was none 
Ever so lone as I. 
(Bk- IV, 22) 
In her absence he could not remain happy because he was 
thinking all the time only about his love. He was like a 
man whose most precious thing had been lost. Crying and 
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weeping is supposed to enlighten the heart in trouble, 
but here is a different case : 
I wept; but it not shame 
Nor comfort my heart : 
(Ibid) 
These lines suggest the intensity of the poet's love; but 
after some time when he meets her, the situation has been 
completely changed : 
The sight of her stilled my fears, 
My fairest hearted love. 
(Ibid) 
It was not only one-sided love in this case. The passion 
and the longing to see the lover is also there in the 
beloved's heart with the same intensity : 
0 now thou art come, she cried, 
'Tis fled : but I thought today 
1 never could here abide 
If thou wert longer away. 
(Ibid) 
My spirit kisseth thine, the beautiful lyric in 
book four, is celebration of the spiritual love. The 
passion which the poet describes is not merely earthy but 
it is a lofty sentiment. Perhaps it is because of the 
spiritual sentiment that his beloved becomes an unearthly 
creature and with her he goes beyond the limit. The 
intensity of love transcends earthly passion and it is 
transformed into a spiritual experience : 
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In the life-kindling fold 
Of God's breath, where on high, 
In furthest space untold 
Like a lost world I lie : 
(Bk. IV, 28) 
In the last two stanzas of the poem the image of the 
'unclouded sun' has been used effectively : 
Like what the shephered sees 
On late mid-winter dawns. 
When thro' the branched trees 
O'er the white-frosted lawns. 
The huge unclouded sun 
Surprising the world whist, 
Is all uprisen thereon, 
Golden with meeting mist. 
(Ibid) 
About this poem Brett Young has said that there is 'no 
sublimation of spiritual love so lofty as "My spirit 
kisseth thine", with the amazing simile at the end, which 
takes its place alone among the loveliest of the 
Idylls'. ^ 
In I found today out walking (Bk. I, 8) a doleful 
state of the poet's heart and mind has been expressed. The 
theme, as the poem suggests, is the poet's passionate love 
for his beloved; but he could not embrace her since she is 
far away from him. The beloved is beyond the sea. Since 
she is not with the poet, the beauty of the natural 
14. Op.Cit, p. 54. 
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object and have lost their attraction. Even the delicate 
and beautiful flowers do not attract him. He thinks that 
there is something hidden behind the bushes which may 
injure him. The images of the 'Snake' and 'bramble' 
symbolically express the poet's state of mind and his 
restless condition in the absence of the beloved. With the 
help of the snake image the poet wants to show that he is 
not at ease with himself and he is troubled because he has 
been separated from his beloved. The beauty of the lyric 
lies in the final revelation of what the snake symbolized 
for the poet : 
There was no snake uncurling, 
And no thorn V'jounded me; 
It was my heart checked me, sighing 
She is beyond the sea 
(Bk. I, 8) 
Thus, in the last stanza of the poem, the poet makes it 
quite clear that the reason of his uneasiness is his 
separation from his beloved which is symbolized by the 
snake image. The poem suggests that it is our perception 
of looking at things which makes things beautiful or ugly. 
There was no snake or bramble, but it was the poet's 
deceptive perception because he v/as sad at that time. 
I praise the tender flower* (Bk. Ill, 8). Man can 
live happily if he is in harmony with the nature. This is 
perhaps the theme of the poem 'I praise the tender 
flower'. The poet was sad, his heart was doleful on a 
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winter day. Tho two natural ayoncloR provide relief and 
make him happy; and gay. First, it was the flower that 
bloomed on a mournful day. The day is called mournful 
because of winter but blooming has made the poet happy. In 
this stanza the poet submit that nature can exercise a 
soothing effect on man, provided man identifies himself 
with nature willingly. In the poem nature extends its 
support to the melancholic heart. The second agency which 
was a source of delight for him was a maid who here 
appears to be a part of nature. Her song imparted a sense 
of self-confidence and made him happy : 
I praise the gentle maid 
Whose happy voice and smile 
To confidence betrayed 
My doleful heart a-while : 
And gave my spirit deploring 
Fresh wings for soaring." 
(Bk. Ill, 8) 
The image of the maid is not used merely to decorate the 
poem but it also function to convey the meaning in the 
poem. The song of the maid was so beautiful that it gave 
fresh happy wings to the sad heart. 
My bed and pillow are cold (Bk. Ill, 10) is 
simply a love lyric justifying the poet's intense love for 
his beloved. The poem is written in the absence of the 
beloved. In the poem comes out an image of a doleful youth 
lover. The word 'youth' has been used intentionally here 
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because in his love more physical passions are involved 
than the spiritual. We find such a hint in the first line 
of the lyric 'My bed and pillow are cold'. Without her he 
is like a dead man. The only wish he had for the moment 
is : 
0 come to me, love, 
On else I am dead' 
(Bk. Ill, 10) 
A positive aspect of love is expressed in this poem. There 
are in the shorter poems lyrics which also express 
negative and sad side of love, but the recurrent image in 
all the love lyrics is that of a young carefree lover who 
is far away from the ugly and suffocating atmosphere of 
the Victorian England. 
There are other lyrics in the shorter poems which 
celebrate the domestic and wedded love, such as, 'So sweet 
love seemed that April marn' (Bk. V, 5), 'I love my lady's 
eyes' (Bk. Ill, 16), 'Thou didst delight my eyes' (Bk. 
Ill, 12), 'Will love again awake' (Bk. II, 1), 'I made 
another song' (Bk. I, 13), 'Sometimes when my lady sits by 
me', (Bk. I, 10), 'I will not let thee go' (Bk. I, 7). 
These lyrics show love as a powerful, noble and joy giving 
force and to quote Bridges own line 'To love is wise (Bk. 
V, 3) and it is 'What best we know' (Bk. IV, 19). Finally, 
Bridges' message in love poems is, 'Awake, my heart, to be 
loved, awake, awake', Bk. Ill, 15). Brett Young's 
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comraentry about Bridges' love poetry is significant. He 
says : 
It is this mingling of flexbility with 
strength, of sanity with sweetness and of 
lofty idealism with naturalness of 
expression, which makes the love poetry of 
15 
the shorter poems unique of its kind. In 
the same book on Bridges, he further says 
that (in his poem) the Platonic candour- • 
remains, but the mode ceased wholly to be 
conventional : the conceits are gone; the 
decoration is no longer there for 
decoration's sake; and to these there is 
added a virility which was never there 
before. 
(C) MISCELLANEOUS 
The 'miscellaneous' group, contains the poems 
V7hich do not come under the above two heads. In this group 
Bridges' experiments in sprung rhythm have been included 
along with his poems on joy, eligies and few others. 
Let us start with the poems written in the Sprung 
Rhythm. Bridges has experimented with this new rhythm in 
his poems titled as the 'London snow', 'On a Dead child', 
'A Passer - By*, and 'The Dovms'. From the thematic point 
of view these poems, with the single exception of the 
'Dead child' describe nature and its beauty. Bridges could 
not achieve perfection in his experiment with this new 
poetic technique. His friend, Hopkins was not quite 
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satisfied with Bridges' experiment with this rhythm. In 
one of his etters he writes, 'The pieces in spring rhythm 
do not quite satisfy me. They do read as tentative 
experiments. Further reacting to his poems Hopk'in observes 
that, 'The Down' is the best, 'The Passer - By' in 
particular reads not so much like sprung rhythm as that 
logaoedic dignified-daggerel one Tennyson has employed in 
17 Maud and Since. Hopkins regarded 'London snow' as the 
most successful experiment in the new rhythm He said : 
It is charmingly fresh, I do not know what 
it is like. The rhythm, as I told you, is 
not quite perfect. That of the child piece 
is worse, indeed it is Browningese, if you 
like, as far istance, 'To a world, do we 
think, that heals the disaster of this? or 
something like that. You are certainly less 
1 Q 
at your ease in Sprung Rhythm. 
These remarks of Hopkins about Bridges' experiments with 
the sprung hhythm are significant in more than one way. 
Perhaps it discouragea ariages and he abandoned any 
further attempts at the new poetic rhythm. 
Sprung Rhythm, as it is defined, lends itself 
essentiallay 'to expressing passion'; it is meant to 
translate 'the instress of feelig'. It is the dramatic 
rhythm. Stress is its essential feature. Bridges treats 
17. Jean-Gearges Ritz, Robert Bridges and Gerard Hopkins 
1963-1889, A Literary Friendship, p. 100. 
18 Ibid. 
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it in theory and practice as somethig informal and 
variable without any limit but ear and taste, and this is 
not how Hopkins looks at it. Bridges introduces a notion 
of quantity which is alien to it, he is ready to use 
paeos, that is, three unstressed and one stressed 
syllables for one foot, but ignores the central rule of 
sprung Rhythm. Bridges seldom uses monosyllabic feet; he 
is less intent on concentration and abrupt beats than 
Hopkins. 'In fact the advantage of the new prosody lies 
for him (Bridges) in its flexibility, rather than in its 
19 
passionate rush. Finally, the difference between the 
two poets is in the very use of sprung rhythm., one of mood 
and theme. Ritz in this connecticn discusses in his book, 
that the poet of storm and wrecks and harrowing spritual 
conflicts couald never describe the stately majesty of a 
splended ship passing by, nor the lazy floating down of 
the snow, see : 'Hiding difference making unevenness even 
('London Snow', 8). Symbolically, these last words are 
most revealing. Bridges is the poet of 'Stealthy motion, 
of soft things 'loosely lying, Hopkins could never make 
unevenness even. 
Bridges' poems in sprung rhythm, which in their 
own style represent a positive criticism of Hopkins' 
manner, are better than experimental verses. They have 
19. Ibid, p. 101. 
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an unmistakable quality of their own and the supple 
movement of the lines is in perfect accord with the 
delicate logaedic rhythm of the stresses. No better 
example of his art can be found than the opening stanza of 
'The Downs': 
0 bold majestic downs, smooth, fair and lonely; 
0 still solitude, only matched in the skies : 
Perilous in steep places, 
Soft in the level races, 
Where sweeping in phantom silence the cloudland 
flies 
With lovely undulation of fall and rise; 
Entrenched with thickets thorned. 
By delicate miiature dainty flowers adorned 1 
(Bk. II, 7) 
Indeed, the lines seem to rise and fall with the very 
undulation of the hills. The stresses fall without effort 
on the words that must be set in relief. The contrast 
between trimeters and, ^ sntameters is deftly drawn by the 
three different stress patterns of the shorter lines and 
the variety in the length of unstessed syllables. The 
sibilant sounds and the unostentatious alliterations, the 
pauses in the first four lines, and the hurried sweep of 
the second part of the stanza all combine to bring out 
the peacefulness of the mood. 
It is strong that Hopkins should have considered 
that the rhythm of 'On a dead child' was worse than that 
of 'London Snow'. For in that poignant poem two stanza 
are highly suggestive of his own manner while ' they 
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remaian in keeping with the sad theme of the piece. The 
exclamations in the length of the lines are such as we 
find in 'The Wreck of the Deutschland', or 'The Loss of 
the Eurydice'. They are proof of a definitive influence. 
And we must not forget that pity for an innocent young 
child, as well as the searching question about a world 
that should 'right' this 'disaster, are not far removed 
from the pity and spiritual anguish expressed by Hopkins 
in'The Loss of the Eurydice' about the 'redeemig' of the 
'boldboys' of 'lovely' manly mould' drawned in the 
'rivellig snow storm'. 
The influence of Hopkins was never denied by 
Bridges. Indeed, he was the first to point to possible 
echoes of his friend's poems in his own lyrics. He even 
seems to have taken some pleasure in understanding those 
that Hopkins had not detected himself. But although 
Hopkins often warned his friend against echoes, he did 
not object to echoes of his own poems, he made allowance 
for the strong poetical bonds that linked them. 'I do not 
think it desirable that I shd« be wholly uninfluenced by 
you are you by me; one ought to be independent but not 
20 
unimpressionable; that wd. be to refuse education. This 
statement of Hopkins for Bridges shows that the later was 
fully independent iJi his own way to sprung-rhythm. But he 
20. Ibid, p. 103. 
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has borrowed t h e i d e a , i n d e e d from H o p k i n s . R i t z s a y s 
21 
'Bridges liked to borrow or imitate'. One of the 
critics of Bridges rightly maintains that 'the influence 
of Hopkins' sprung rhythm on Bridges' lyrics was :, 
infact, very limited. It has also been held that the 
later was never satisfied vs^ ith the former's use of his 
'invention'. 
But Bridges' use of sprung-rhythm has its own 
features quite different from those of Hopkins, it 
introduces an element of vividness into his intimately 
personal lyrics. But Bridges abandoned experimenting with 
Hopkins' new matrical discovery though this had made him 
achieve the sense of dramatic vividness which would not 
have been there otherwise . 
Yet' there are lyrics in shorter poems which can 
be turned as poems of joy. Throughout the shorter poems 
whether it is a love lyric on a poem about a bird, a 
flower or one about the natural landscape, the note of 
the joy is predominant. The carefree lover of the earthly 
phenomenon wanders here and there singing in a mood of 
joy and bliss without any tension or worldly trouble : 
My spirit sang all day 
O my joy 
Nothing my tongue could say. 
Only my joy 
(Bk. IV, 2) 
21. Ibid, p 104, 
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This feeling of joy seems to be coming out spontaneously 
from the poet's heart. The poet here appears to be a 
seeker of joy- He gets it even in the tiniest of grass, 
unattended by others. He gets joy in nature and the 
natural ol^ joctn hpcnuno ho in able to porcoivo it. 'I'ruly 
speaking this joy, which the poet is perceiving is not 
coming directly from nature; but it is his heart which is 
full of joy and when heart is full of positive faith 
every earthly object looks beautiful true and joyful. 
Love is the source of joy. Man can get joy if his heart 
is filled with love. What is this joy? It is, according 
to Bridges, "the formless moments of our being". When 
men come under the state of "formless moments", they 
experience it : 
Joy, sweetest life born joy, where dest thou 
dwell? 
Upon the formless moments of our being... 
(Bk. Ill, 13) 
These emotional moments of ecstasy which he calls joy has 
always been with us in a hundred lovely liveries : "Joy, 
sweetest lifeborn joy", "heavenly joy", "joys whose 
earthly names were never known", "in all things the 
essential joy", beauty, which is "joy's ladder, reaching 
from home to home"; "my special joy". "Joy, the joy of 
flight". 
Brett Young finds that in some of his poems of 
joy Bridges' ecstasy of joy resembles that of the mystic 
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poets such as, Wordworth. He (Brett Young) mentions a 
line from Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey 'that serene and 
blessed mood in which we are laid asleep in body and 
become a living soul', when, with 'the deep power of joy' 
we see 'into the life of things'. He comments, 'yet even 
here there is a distinction; for the ecstasy of Bridges 
is not nearly as remote or impersonal as that of the 
mystics; it is more homely, more universal; and that is 
why it is easily communicable to those who approach his 
work with love, so that they can taste it without wonder 
22 
or enviousness. 
Bridges accepts life cheerfuly, not as a stain, 
however brilliant, upon the white radiance of eternity, 
but as the one attainment of which we are complete 
masters. Bridges . finds everywhere joyless elusive. He 
finds it in the simplest of beauties. No poet but 
Wordsworth has so contended himself with the common 
flowers; for him they hold 'A joy of love at sight'. 
Brett Young remarks about this kind of joy, in his book 
on Bridges 'It is as though every new joy added to his 
hoarded delights will in some way enrich or amplify his 
23 
spiritual dignity, and make life more worth living'. 
22. Op.Cit. p. 58. 
23. Op.cit. p. 59. 
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It does not, however mean that the lover of 
beauty, and the seeker of joy in Shorter Poems was not 
aware of the social aspect of the human life. In the 
elegies he deals v/ith the unhappy lot of man on the 
earth. When he turns his eyes towards contemporary 
society, he becomes sad. We find this expression of 
sorrow in his elegies 'A Lady Whom Grief For The Death of 
Her Bethrothed Killed', 'Elegy Among The Tombs', and a 
short lyric 'Poor Withered Rose'. However, it has been 
regarded by some of his critics that his was not a felt 
experience; because he had lived a long happy life. The 
feeling of sorrow in his poetry is, therefore, 
conventional, traditional and imitative. However the 
awareness of sorrow in human life is finally culminated 
in the poetic treatment of the problem of evil in his 
later poetry. 
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CHAPTER - THREE 
POETIC DICTION 
Robert Bridges has shown extra consciousness in 
his choice, and use of words in Shorter Poems. Words in 
his hand are perfect device to paint a picture, convey 
an idea or to suggest the musical element in the poem. 
He has defined poetry and expressed his views on poetic 
diction in his essay the Necessity of Poetry, an 
important treatise on poetic diction. In this essay he 
has said, that all art are 'the expression of ideas in 
some sensuous material or medium and poetry is not an 
exception. It is a fine art. He further discusses in the 
same essay as to what are the medium to express or 
contrast an idea. The medium or material of sculpture, 
according to him, is stone or marble, the medium of 
painting is colour, the medium of music is sound; and 
the medium of poetry is words. He also thinks that the 
ideas, after beig embodied in beautiful forms, make a 
2 
direct appeal to the emotions through the senses. In 
poetry the ^  importance of the medium (i.e. words) is 
greater than it is in music. He concludes that the 
'words' are the medium of expressing the ideas 
adequately. Thus, the perfect fusion of ideas with the 
words has always been Bridges' higher poetic aim which 
1. Robert Bridges, The Necessity of Poetry, (Oxford, 
1918), p. 5. 
2. Ibid 
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he has achieved in the Shorter Poem. In these poems each 
and every word is compact, precise, meaningful and 
depicts a vivid picture of the English landscape. When 
we go through his nature lyrics, we find ourselves in 
those very surroundings where they had been composed. We 
hear the music of the songs of the multicoloured birds 
and wind. . We visualise the open highland, the green 
land, the meadows, mountains, trees, flowers, clouds, 
the sky and the river. We hear from our sensuous ear 
what Bridges had heard long ago. Keeping this sensuous 
quality of Bridges' poetry in his mind, Edward Thompson 
has remarked that the poet had 'the trained musician's 
ear, cultivated to catch the tiniest of sound values. 
This gave him, according to Arthur Symons as quoted by 
Thompson, 'a delicate and in time instinctive, sense of 
the musical value of words and syllables, the precise 
singing quality of rhythms'. To elaborate this point 
Thompson has discussed the lyric There is a hill beside 
the silver Thames : Inner impulse gives the metre its 
law, the spreading lines are moving as easily and surely 
as the Thomes of which they speak. The longer lines give 
rise to the effect of expansion, as when the stream 
flings out its arms into backwaters or to embrace its 
islands, the shorter, contracting as the stream 
3. Edward Thompson, Robert Bridges 1844-1930 (Oxford 
University Press, 1944), p. 14. 
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contracts between its higher banks, show the current 
being concentrated again and moving with firmer march 
and give the verse a definite 'wave' as in the rocking 
movement of : 
laden barges float 
By banks of myosote; 
And scented flag and golden flower de-lys 
Delay the loitering boat. 
Each line has its work, to reinforce the poet's purpose 
and give his thought rhythmic limbs : there is 
gentleness, as of branches in a breeze, in 'Shady with 
birch and beech and odorous pine' : hard sure treading, 
in 'And brilliant underfoot with thousand gems'. Then 
the ground breaks away : 'Steeply the thickets to his 
floods decline'; two short lines : 
Straight trees in every place 
Theer thick tops interlace 
thrust up like the trees themselves, then change to the 
riverside bushes : 
And pendant branches traie their foliage fine 
upon his watery face. 
Note how long the voice must linger on that 'traie' as 
the dragging sweep of the verse moves the branches over 
the watery face. 
In the following stanza,loving personification of 
the river makes him live' before us almost^ as a 
river-god: leaping up, in 'Swift from the sweltering 
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paaliurayo lie riows' : liftiny a wateriui leisured head, 
as he looks for a favourite resting place, 'His stream, 
alert to seek the pleasant shade. In the use of the word 
'alert' the verse sees its mark and shoots to it arrow-
fashion : 'Straight to the caverned pool his toil has 
made' - a line which reminds nothing so much as a snake 
whipping to its hole with sinuous gait, with sudden 
pauses and equally sudden accelerations. 
Take a later stana in the same poem : 
And on this side the island, where the pool 
Eddies away, are tangled mass on mass 
The water weeds, that net the fishes cool, 
And scare allow a narrow stream to pass; 
Where spreading crowfoot mars 
The drowning nenuphars, 
Waving the tassels of her silken grass 
Below her silver stars. 
Rousing himself (yet hardly rousing himself) the 
rivergod moves from his reverie, in the sideways swerve 
of the rhythm - 'the pool eddies away' : grows almost 
static again, his tide a miniature Sargasso : and in the 
last four lines, whose iambic regularity, broken by only 
one trochee, reinforces the thought with their cadence, 
the stream lies widely open to sky and beholder. 
Metrical and rhythmical achievement, anything 
like this scale and with this variety was something 
new. 
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He uses commonplace words but with deep meaning 
in his Shorter Poems. Words run smoothly in the texture 
of the lyrics. His diction is famous, what Edward 
Thompson has aptly remarked, far 'lightness of texture, 
4 . . 
bodiless grace and springing freedom. The simplicity of 
diction adds charm to his beautiful song. These words 
have been fused with the theme of the poem as we shall 
see the use of simple, pure, descriptive diction in some 
of his poems. Let us take an example from The Cliff-Top 
(Bk. I, 4) The word 'Carpet' in the first line of the 
poem is simple and descriptive. Here Bridges draws a 
picture of mountain (cliff) which is full of gold and 
green lilac flower. The noun 'carpet' is used for 
covering here. As a carpet covers the floor, likewise it 
was the carpet of multicoloured lilac who have covered 
the cliff-top. We see here that the word and the idea 
are inseparable from each other and words can not be 
studied separately. There are innumerable examples in 
the Shorter poems where we see the magic of light and 
smooth vocabulary. 
I heard a linnet courting again impresses the 
reader by its simple arresting tone and diction. The 
poem is a love song of linnet, the affection and grace 
has been expressed through the light graceful words. 
Words like 'tender', 'delight', 'courting', 'sporting', 
4. Ibid. 
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'gay', 'sweet notes', 'pretty sony' etc. have been used 
to suggest the tenderness of love. The utterly simple 
words used by the poet to express the feelings of joy 
and love suggest the simplicity of the experience. These 
words also express the delicate foolintj of the tiny 
creature. Proper words used in the proper order in the 
poem produce the desired poetic effect. 
The same artistic use (treatment) of words is 
found in the poem I made another Song. It is a love 
poem. The skillful use of simple and soft-sounding words 
is the characteristic feature of this lyric : 
I made another song, 
In likeness of my love : 
And sang it all day long, 
Around, beneath, above, 
I told my seeret out. 
That none might be in doubt. 
(Bk. I, 13) 
Bridges choose the word according to the theme of the 
poem; and he is successful in creating the desired 
effect through the word, because he was well aware of 
the sound values of the words. 
If the theme is about joy, love or beauty, 
diction is constituted mostly by the monosyllabic, 
simple and musical words : 
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My spirit song all day 
0 my joy 
Nothing my tongue could say, 
Only my joy 
(Bk. IV, 1) 
In these lines the poet has used simple raonsyllabic 
words which give rise to music. 
But if the theme and tone in the poem is sombre, the 
word too becomes difficult and complex. 
Sad, sombre place, beneath whose antique yews 
I come, unquiet sarrows to control 
Amid, thy silent mossgrown graves to muse 
With my neglected solitary soul; 
(Bk. II, 10) 
Here the theme is grave and so is the diction. It is 
heavy and unsmooth. The words which are mostly 
decasyllabic prepare an atmosphere of gloominess and 
dismay and are well with the situation. 
In his essay The Necessity of Poetry Bridges has 
suggested three conditions which every poet must follow 
far poetic comprehension . They are 'the right words, 
those words being in the right order and their agrooablo 
sound in sequence'. 
He raises the question as to which words are the 
right words and immediately ansv^ers it by observing that 
plainly their sound must be one ruling consideration and 
their chief power lies either in absolute correctness or 
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suggestiveness. He thinks that the fusion of sound and 
5 
sense is the magic of great poetry. 
This fusion of sound and sense is found in almost 
each and every shorter poem. And it is the special charm 
of Bridges' poetlry. Let us analye The Downs' for 
example. The rhythm of the poem is perfectly adjusted 
with the sense. The diction of 'The Downs' highlights 
the bold majesty of the fields. The sense of glory is 
matched with the silence of the Downs. Words which the 
poet has used combine the majestic effect with that of 
solitude. The sweep of the first line, which hoTdH 
eleven syllables, every epithet necessary to the picture 
is beautifully expressive of the noble sky line of the 
Downs. Among other effects that of heavily-laden 
stresses in the last line of the second stanza is the 
most obvious. Again the vowel tones generally take the 
colour of the picture. 
In the first line they are all grave; the only 
stressed short vowel is in the word "majestic", which 
has a suggestive beauty of its own. In the second line, 
following the rhythmic change, they are quite distinct, 
the stressed vowels - apart from the internal rhyme- are 
all short or light. There is nothing to distroy the airy 
width of the picture till, with a change of focus as it 
5. Bridges, Op.cit, p. 32. 
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were, we come to the word "thorned". The internal 
assonances, again would make a long catalogue. Note for 
instance, "bold" and "lonely" combined with the 
effective rhyme of "only" in the next line; the long 
"e's" and "i's" in the first two lines of the second 
stanza; "S" in the first stanza, "i" in the seventh 
line, "e" in the sixth. Note again "flashing", 
'"dashing", "searching", "sands", - one of many 
instances of a kind of double assonance, where a string 
of words is associated with each holding one of two 
vowel and consonant combinations. Note "ear" and 
"veering" with the rhyme "rearing"; "cliff" and "rifts", 
"ascending", "blending", "engines". The whole texture of 
assonance throughout the poems is indeed so close that 
the critical analysis seems to be an impertinence. 
Music in Bridges lyrics arises from the juxta-
position of monosyllabic and decasyllabic words. For 
instance this line from the first book 'I made another 
song', the words 'made' and 'song', here, are 
monosyllabic and are contrasted with decasyllabic 
'another, and create a sense of music in the poem. 
Sometimes contrast and comprison between vowel, 
consonant and assoance brings about the musical effect. 
In the shorter poems words such as "hark-lark", 
"singing-winging", "grey-may", "flies-skies", "betray". 
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"Menender", "unwearied" and "mine" give rise to the 
musical effect. 
Let us take, the poem North Wind in October for 
the diction and rhythmic accomplishment. The music is 
present everywhere and the perfect fusion of sound and 
sense adds charm to the poem. The perfectly adapted 
rhythmic motion of the concluding line, line no, 15, 
and in the subtle changes of line 10 and 11 are worth 
noting. The effect of assonance suggested in same lines, 
by the word such as the "fir-trees", "forest", "flame", 
"aloft", "tuftings" and "soft"; the collision of final 
"S" and initial "S" in the last two words, exquisitely 
suggestive; the blestering "r's" in lines 16 and 17; the 
characteristic inversions in the same place; the 
pathetic echo of the "fallen all", the gently 
imaginative personification of the north wind, finally 
subdued to the seen effect of his movement and the 
amazing skilful modulation of vowel sounds give rise to 
such a rich succession of open notes in some fifty words 
of concentrated description. 
The effect v;hich an artist achieves with the help 
of the colour, Bridges does by using beautiful, 
descriptive and nice words. 'It is in the perfectness of 
description that we find his greatness as an inspired 
poet'. He is purely descriptive in shorter poems. He 
6. F.E. Brett Young, Robert Bridges, A Critical Study, 
(London, 1914), p. 83. 
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has painted the different moods of nature in the spring, 
summer and winter. He has also depicted the beauty of 
the sky, tree, changing weather, flower, seasons and 
that of the songs of the birds with the help of a 
selective and chosen vocabulary. Through concrete visual 
and audatory images the scenery of the landscape becomes 
visible to the reader. We also hear the music and song 
of the birds which Bridges had once heard. Be it a 
description of a flower like poppy, or that of a beloved 
sitting by the lover, an elegy or a poem about the late 
spring evening, clouds, or beautiful song of the Asian 
Birds, we can see complete mastery over the words. 
Throughout the Shorter Poems, he is pictorial. 
The shorter poems are very nearly the most English thing 
in our language; and this is simply because of the fact 
that Bridges has dared to be plainly pictorial... Here 
is a man who distinguishes in verse the tones of winter 
skies, June skies, October skies, rainy skies, skies 
that hold snow; the shapes of clouds, cloud shadows; 
blue distances and grey distances; valley mists and the 
river mists, and all the drifting, changing aspects of 
the island weather^ Everywhere in his lyrics we find 
the concrete visual imagery. That is why the reader of 
his poetry visualizes whatever the poet has described in 
7. Ibid, p. 75 
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his poems. It is the nicety of description that we find 
in him as a word painter. Bretty Young says that no poet 
before Bridges has deliberately set himself to attain in 
words the effects that belong really to the brush. And 
since the appeal of language falls more directly upon 
the imagination; the vision is correspondingly clear and 
^ 8 
exact. 
A picture becomes more visible when phrases and 
epithet are used to describe it. Brett Young regards 
9 
Bridges as the 'greatest of phrase-makers'. These 
phrases expresses, the ideas skilfully which the poet 
wants to express. To show the colour of nature, Bridges 
often uses colour epithet. Such as the "white clouds", 
"blue skies", "white sails", "green grass", "golden 
sun", "bowers green" and so on. 
In the Last Week of February, 1890 (Bk. IV, 5). 
Bridges describes a day in winter. We shall see the 
significance of colour epithet in this poem. Bridges 
writes : 
A black rook stirs the branches here and there, 
Foraging to repair 
His broken home 
(Bk. IV, 5) 
have the expression of the colour epithet 'black rook' 
has been used to intensify the meaning in the poem. It 
8. Ibid, p. 89. 
9. Ibid, p. 71. 
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is to achieve a vivid visual effect that he has used to 
expression of the "green grass" and leafy trees and 
snowy skies" in his other poems. These colour adjectives 
do not carry any special meaning, 'They are', according 
to Brett Young 'simply colour units to be disposed as 
the spirit of the scene shall dictate'. 
Numerous examples can be traced out from the 
Shorter Poems/ where phrases and adjectives have been 
used by the poet to further highlight the vividness of 
the painting. For instance, we see it in the poem The 
Palm Willow. The bird of spring sings with its "tiny 
throat". The daffodils, in another poem, have been 
personified. They push their "yellow heads". In other 
lyrics we also see and come across epithets such as 
"dreamy batterflies", deepest-throated blooms", "idle 
effort", "ragged parliament" and "the gentle flows". 
'Behind their use', Brett Young says, 'there is a robust 
sense that they are among the diviner commonplaces that 
will not stale with repetitionl they hint at an elevated 
sense of communion with nature in which the simplest 
properties of bird or flower begin to seem the most 
poetic . 
Another important aspect of Dridyos' use of the 
language, can not be neglected while discussing the 
10. Op.Cit, pp. 84-85. 
11. Ibid, p. 85. 
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diction of Shorter Poems. It is, according to Brett 
Young, 'unusual dignity that falls upon the common words 
12 
of the language'. 
It is a manner which curiously calls attention to 
words which have generally kept a minor place, or have 
been made the peg for a phrase or epithet. Even the 
simpler names of trees and flowers, and the more 
elementary words, such as the sky, grass, sea, and field 
like, "scented flower", "silken grass", "pendent 
branches", "majestic downs", spring as "Zephyrs", "rarer 
flowers", "high trees", "boats of gold", "airy bodies", 
"yellow attire", "sprinkled meadows", are sometimes 
strangely enhanced by these means. 
12. Ibid, p. 94, 
CHAPTER POOR 
C O N C I, IJ H T O N V^>-^ 
'-^.' 
The reader of Bridges' early poetry is fascinated 
by the young poet's description of human love and earthly 
joy. The sensitive poet saw the ugly Victorian England as 
a basically self-centred and materialistic society with 
new scientific advancements. Bridges does not present in 
his early poetry all that which has already been presented 
by Tennyson and Arnold. 
Bridges does not follow these two ma;jor Victorians, 
Tennyson and Arnold in whose poetry there was a touch of 
sadness and the predominant sense of doubt. The themes of 
poetry in most of the Victorian poets seemed to have been 
exhausted and the earth had lost its beauty. 
Bridges' early poetry unravelled the hidden beauty 
and joy of the earth. To produce this effect he turned his 
eyes towards the great ages of literature. Being inspired 
by the great literary traditions, Bridges produced in his 
poetry all that was unique and traditional. When the 
Shorter Poems were brought out, a fresh soothing effect 
was exercised on the mind of the reader who was fed up 
with the poetry of Tennyson and his contemporaries. 
The Shorter Poems of Bridges are his best work. It 
is rightly remarked that 'these five books of Shorter 
Poems, hardly one of which covers more than a small page. 
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have entirely eclipsed the whole masks of the poet's work 
in the public view'. The appeal of the Shorter poems is 
that of simplicity, sincerity, grace of diction and style. 
Each and every word has been used meaningfully. If he 
describes a 'flowing stream in his poem, the words which 
have been used to describe this natural phenomenon also 
suggest the rise and fall in the rhythnic pattern. In the 
shorter poems word produce the same effect which a painter 
creates through his brush and colour. Each epithet and 
phrase presents a vivid image or picture before the 
reader's eyes. And it is there in the shorter lyrics 
2 
because of the 'directness of outlook'. This quality 
provides a key to the understanding of Bridges' poetry, be 
it imaginative or classical in its nature. The poet's 
outlook is responsible for the prevailing sense of nature 
clearly seen and expressed in the Shorter Poems. Brett 
Young remarks, 'Due to this directness of outlook, it is 
difficult to find in any of the Shorter Poems an 
imaginative epithet or figure, however widely suggestive, 
which cannot ultimately be justified in that high court; 
and this I imagine, is why there is so little in all his 
3 
work that is obscure or equivocal. 
1. Brett Young, Robert Bridges, p. 39. 
2. A phrase used by Brett Young to describe the charac-
teristic quality of Bridges Shorter Poems. 
3. Ibid. 
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In that higher court in which poets judge poetry and 
time ponderously endorses the verdict, the Shorter Poems 
will certainly take their place acquitted of blemish, 
affectation, untruth, fashion and littleness, among the 
finest product of the English genius. They are simple like 
the fine simplicity of the Greek anthology. They have a 
poetic richness and warmth of colour unknown since Keats. 
They hold concentrated joy and vision that belong to an 
age of poetic awakening. When they are imitative it is 
with the love of great periods of literature which is 
characteristic of Bridges' poetry. 
The blemish, if at all it is a shortcoming, is a 
feeling of remoteness in the shorter poems. Arthur Symons, 
a well-known authority on Bridges says, 'This man has put 
into his verse, only what remains when all the others have 
finished. It is a kind of essence, it is what is 
imperishable in perfume. It is what is nearest in words to 
silence . 
Tennyson, Browning and Swinburne, in very different 
ways, have proved that the lyric may be essentially 
dramatic in form and it is significant that from the 
lyrics of Robert Bridges the heroic moments of the human 
drama are absent. He conveys the meaning in the shorter 
poems in a straightforward, simple and charming manner. 
Beauty plays an important role in the lyrics. He inherited 
4. Ibid, p. 41. 
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the tradition of Romantic beauty. In the shorter poems it 
was difficult to hit upon any thing that is specifically 
modern, and yet there is 3ust as little that can be called 
ancient. "Timeless" is one of his favourite ad3ectives 
and the beauty in which he rejoices is generally without 
time. 
The lyrics of Robert Bridges are fresh with the 
scent of the English country-side. They are the voice of a 
green pleasant land. They march with the season and all 
the misty changes of the English weather. Bridges is one 
of those few poets who have dared to take the lanes and 
meadows for granted without craving to say something fine 
about them. Bridges declares boldly that meadows, rivers, 
trees, woods and the commonplaces of nature have their own 
justifications. They are the accepted material of his 
poetry. He handles them fearlessly in all their half-tints 
and subtle variations. 
But this lover of nature sometimes becomes sad when 
he realizes that the dweller of this beautiful earth is 
unhappy. He works out, so many causes of man's unhappiness 
on the earth. Finally, he comes out with his view that 
joy, truth, beauty and happiness are of abiding value 
while sorrow and unhappiness are the passing phases in 
man's life. That is why in the shorter poems the poet 
5. Ibid, p. 44. 
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largely sings of joy, beauty and love. However, the sad 
and ugly aspects of human life occasionally attract the 
poet's attention. 
Bridges' treatment of human sorrow, according to a 
critic, hardly appears to be an expression of sorrow which 
he might have personally felt and experienced but the 
artistic presentation of conventional grief. The dichotomy 
between Nature's joy and man's sorrow has been presented 
in the Shorter Poems. The ultimate cause of this dichotomy 
has been provided in his masterpiece The Testment of 
Beauty : There should be equilibrium between man and 
nature. Man should accept what nature gives him. He should 
be a part of nature. By completely identifying himself 
with the pehnomenal world man can discover for himself the 
perennial source of joy and beauty. 
The early lyrics describe how man has deprived 
himself of the pleasures and joy of the beauty of the 
earth. Man is to blame himself for his sorrow because of 
the lack of wisdom. If he knows how to enter tho v/orld of 
joy, love and happiness, the dichotomy between the sorrow 
of man and the pleasures of Nature will be resolved. 
Bridges' Shorter Poems initiate the process which 
culminates philosophically in the Testament of Beauty. 
**** 
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